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[eBooks] People We Meet On Vacation
Eventually, you will totally discover a new experience and ability by spending more cash. nevertheless when?
pull off you endure that you require to acquire those all needs once having significantly cash? Why dont you
try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more
around the globe, experience, some places, similar to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own grow old to play in reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is People We
Meet on Vacation below.

After all, who better to confide in than someone
you could never, ever date? Over the years, Alex
and Poppy's lives take them in different
directions, but every summer the two find their
way back to each other for a magical weeklong
vacation. Until one trip goes awry, and in the
fallout, they lose touch. Now, two years later,
Poppy's in a rut. Her dream job, her
relationships, her life--none of it is making her
happy. In fact, the last time she remembers
feeling truly happy was on that final, ill-fated

People We Meet on Vacation-Emily Henry
2021 "When Poppy met Alex, there was no spark,
no chemistry, and no reason to think they'd ever
talk again. Alex is quiet, studious, and destined
for a future in academia. Poppy is a wild child
who only came to U of Chicago to escape smalltown life. But after sharing a ride home for the
summer, the two form a surprising friendship.
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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Summer Trip. The answer to all her problems is
obvious: She needs one last vacation to win back
her best friend. As a hilariously disastrous week
unfolds and tensions rise, Poppy and Alex are
forced to confront what drove them apart--and
decide what they're willing to risk for the chance
to be together"--

(again!) by the wealthy and eccentric Parloni
Sisters. The salary is generous and the employers
are 90 years old, so how hard could the job be?
Well, none have lasted longer than a week. Most
boys leave in tears. Ruthie Midona will work in
Providence’s front office, and be at the Parloni’s
beck and call, forever. That’s sort of her life plan.
If Ruthie can run the place in her almost-retired
bosses’ absence, with no hijinks/hiccups, she has
a shot at becoming the new manager. She might
also be able to defend her safe little world from
Prescott Development, the new buyer of the
prime site. Maybe after all that, she can find a
cute guy to date. All she needs to do is stay
serious—and that’s what she does best. Until,
one day, someone dazzling blows in to town.
Teddy Prescott devotes his life to sleeping,
tattooing, and avoiding seriousness. When Teddy
needs a place to crash, he makes a deal with his
developer dad. Teddy can stay in one of
Providence’s on-site maintenance cottages—right
next door to an unimpressed Ruthie—but only if
he works there and starts to grow up. Ruthie
knows how this sweetly selfish rich boy can earn

Second First Impressions-Sally Thorne
2021-04-13 From the USA Today bestselling
author of The Hating Game and 99 Percent Mine
comes the clever, funny, and unforgettable story
of a muscular, tattooed man hired as an assistant
to two old women—under the watchful eye of a
beautiful retirement home manager. Dazzle (n):
Brightness that blinds someone temporarily.
Position Vacant: Two ancient old women residing
at Providence Retirement Villa seek male
assistant for casual exploitation and goodnatured humiliation. Duties include boutique
shopping, fast-food fetching, and sincerely
rendered flattery. Good looks a bonus—but we
aren’t picky. An advertisement has been placed
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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his keep—and be out of her hair in under a week.
After all, there is a position vacant…

dream not only of the future, but of all the roads
and paths we've left untaken. Natalie's last
summer in her small Kentucky hometown is off to
a magical start . . . until she starts seeing the
"wrong things." They're just momentary glimpses
at first—her front door is red instead of its usual
green, there’s a preschool where the garden
store should be. But then her whole town
disappears for hours, fading away into rolling
hills and grazing buffalo, and Nat knows
something isn't right. Then there are the visits
from the kind but mysterious apparition she calls
"Grandmother," who tells her, "You have three
months to save him." The next night, under the
stadium lights of the high school football field,
she meets a beautiful boy named Beau, and it's
as if time just stops and nothing exists. Nothing,
except Natalie and Beau.

A Million Junes-Emily Henry 2017 June
O'Donnell and Saul Angert, the daughter and son
of two long-feuding families, fall in love while
trying to uncover the truth about a curse that has
plagued their bloodlines for generations

The Love That Split the World-Emily Henry
2016-01-26 "A truly profound debut."—Buzzfeed
"A time-bending suspense that's contemplative
and fresh, evocative and gripping."—USA Today
"Henry's story captivates, both as a romance and
as an imaginative rethinking of time and
space."—Publishers Weekly "This time-traveling,
magical, and beautifully written love story
definitely deserves a spot on your
bookshelf."—Bustle Emily Henry's stunning debut
novel is Friday Night Lights meets The Time
Traveler's Wife and perfectly captures those
bittersweet months after high school, when we
people-we-meet-on-vacation

When the Sky Fell on Splendor-Emily Henry
2020-02-18 The Serpent King meets Stranger
Things in Emily Henry's gripping novel about a
group of friends in a small town who find
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themselves dealing with unexpected powers after
a cosmic event. Almost everyone in the small
town of Splendor, Ohio, was affected when the
local steel mill exploded. If you weren't a
casualty of the accident yourself, chances are a
loved one was. That's the case for seventeenyear-old Franny, who, five years after the
explosion, still has to stand by and do nothing as
her brother lies in a coma. In the wake of the
tragedy, Franny found solace in a group of
friends whose experiences mirrored her own. The
group calls themselves The Ordinary, and they
spend their free time investigating local ghost
stories and legends, filming their exploits for
their small following of YouTube fans. It's silly,
it's fun, and it keeps them from dwelling on the
sadness that surrounds them. Until one evening,
when the strange and dangerous thing they film
isn't fiction--it's a bright light, something massive
hurtling toward them from the sky. And when it
crashes and the teens go to
investigate...everything changes.

people-we-meet-on-vacation

Beach Read-Emily Henry 2020-05-19 THE
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
"Original, sparkling bright, and layered with
feeling..."—Sally Thorne, author of The Hating
Game A romance writer who no longer believes
in love and a literary writer stuck in a rut engage
in a summer-long challenge that may just upend
everything they believe about happily ever afters.
Augustus Everett is an acclaimed author of
literary fiction. January Andrews writes
bestselling romance. When she pens a happily
ever after, he kills off his entire cast. They're
polar opposites. In fact, the only thing they have
in common is that for the next three months,
they're living in neighboring beach houses,
broke, and bogged down with writer's block.
Until, one hazy evening, one thing leads to
another and they strike a deal designed to force
them out of their creative ruts: Augustus will
spend the summer writing something happy, and
January will pen the next Great American Novel.
She'll take him on field trips worthy of any romcom montage, and he'll take her to interview
surviving members of a backwoods death cult
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(obviously). Everyone will finish a book and no
one will fall in love. Really.

and his geriatric Chihuahua. Now she's feeling
things she's vowed not to feel. Because the only
thing worse than falling for Adrian is finding a
little hope for a future she may never see.

Life's Too Short-Abby Jimenez 2021-04-06 A
brilliant and touching romantic comedy from the
USA Today bestselling author of The Friend Zone
and The Happy Ever After Playlist. When
Vanessa Price quit her job to pursue her dream
of traveling the globe, she wasn't expecting to
gain millions of YouTube followers who shared
her joy of seizing every moment. For her, living
each day to its fullest isn't just a motto. Her
mother and sister never saw the age of 30, and
Vanessa doesn't want to take anything for
granted. But after her half sister suddenly leaves
Vanessa in custody of her baby daughter, life
goes from "daily adventure" to "next-level bad"
(now with bonus baby vomit in hair). The last
person Vanessa expects to show up offering help
is the hot lawyer next door, Adrian Copeland.
After all, she barely knows him. No one warned
her that he was the Secret Baby Tamer or that
she'd be spending a whole lot of time with him
people-we-meet-on-vacation

Vacation People-Cheri Ritz 2020-01-01
Successful Chicago-based artist Lauren Hansen
is on a layover in Las Vegas before heading to
what was supposed to be the vacation of a
lifetime with her partner. Until, that is, that
partner became an ex. Recovering from a nasty
break-up herself, workaholic Penny Rothmoor
agrees to meet Lauren for dinner, but only out of
a sense of obligation to her mother. One thing
leads to another, and soon Penny finds herself on
a plane, jetting off to meet Lauren for a week on
the beautiful island of Hawaii—but strictly as
friends, of course. As the bikini-clad duo relaxes
and gets to know each other better, they begin to
realize that there’s more to enjoy in Hawaii than
just sun and sand—and that king-size bed is
looking awfully inviting. What is it about the
words “no strings attached” that are sure to
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create a tangled mess of desire, mind-blowing
pleasure, and the pain of separation?

most talked-about wedding of the century, Bex
looks back on how much she's had to give up for
true love... and exactly whose heart she may yet
have to break. Praise for THE ROYAL WE
"Hysterical" - Entertainment Weekly "Full of love
and humor, and delicious in too many ways." Emma Straub, New York Times bestselling
author "Engrossing and deeply satisfying." - Jen
Doll, author of Save the Date

Time of Our Lives-Emily Wibberley 2021-02
Originally published in hardcover in 2020 by
Viking.

The Royal We-Heather Cocks 2015-04-07 An
American girl finds her prince in this "fun and
dishy" (People) royal romance inspired by Prince
William and Kate Middleton. American Bex
Porter was never one for fairy tales. Her twin
sister Lacey was always the romantic, the one
who daydreamed of being a princess. But it's
adventure-seeking Bex who goes to Oxford and
meets dreamy Nick across the hall - and Bex who
finds herself accidentally in love with the heir to
the British throne. Nick is wonderful, but he
comes with unimaginable baggage: a
complicated family, hysterical tabloids tracking
his every move, and a public that expected its
future king to marry a Brit. On the eve of the
people-we-meet-on-vacation

The Soulmate Equation-Christina Lauren
2021-05-18 The New York Times bestselling
author of The Unhoneymooners returns with a
witty and effervescent novel about what happens
when two people with everything on the line are
thrown together by science—or is it fate? Perfect
for fans of The Rosie Project and One Plus One.
Single mom Jess Davis is a data and statistics
wizard, but no amount of number crunching can
convince her to step back into the dating world.
Raised by her grandparents—who now help raise
her seven-year-old daughter, Juno—Jess has been
left behind too often to feel comfortable letting
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anyone in. After all, her father’s never been
around, her hard-partying mother disappeared
when she was six, and her ex decided he wasn’t
“father material” before Juno was even born. Jess
holds her loved ones close, but working
constantly to stay afloat is hard...and lonely. But
then Jess hears about GeneticAlly, a buzzy new
DNA-based matchmaking company that’s
predicted to change dating forever. Finding a
soulmate through DNA? The reliability of
numbers: This Jess understands. At least she
thought she did, until her test shows an unheardof 98% compatibility with another subject in the
database: GeneticAlly’s founder, Dr. River Pena.
This is one number she can’t wrap her head
around, because she already knows Dr. Pena.
The stuck-up, stubborn man is without a doubt
not her soulmate. But GeneticAlly has a
proposition: Get to know him and we’ll pay you.
Jess—who is barely making ends meet—is in no
position to turn it down, despite her skepticism
about the project and her dislike for River. As the
pair are dragged from one event to the next as
the “Diamond” pairing that could make
people-we-meet-on-vacation

GeneticAlly a mint in stock prices, Jess begins to
realize that there might be more to the
scientist—and the science behind a
soulmate—than she thought. Funny, warm, and
full of heart, The Soulmate Equation proves that
the delicate balance between fate and choice can
never be calculated.

Beth and Amy-Virginia Kantra 2021 Four sisters
face new beginnings in this heartfelt modern
take on Little Women by New York Times
bestselling author Virginia Kantra. Amy March is
more like her older sister Jo than she'd like to
admit. An up-and-coming designer in New York's
competitive fashion industry, ambitious Amy is
determined to get out of her sisters' shadow and
keep her distance from their North Carolina
hometown. But when Jo's wedding forces her
home, she must face what she really wants...and
confront the One Big Mistake that could upend
her life and forever change her relationship with
Jo. Gentle, unassuming Beth grew up as the good
girl of the family. A talented singer-songwriter,
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she's overcome her painful anxiety to tour with
country superstar Colt Henderson. But life on the
road has taken its toll on her health and their
relationship. Maybe a break to attend her sister's
wedding will get her out of her funk. But Beth
realizes that what she's looking for and what she
needs are two very different things.... With the
March women reunited, this time with growing
careers and families, they must once again learn
to lean on one another as they juggle the changes
coming their way.

telenovelas—perfect for fans of Jane the Virgin
and The Kiss Quotient. Leading Ladies do not
end up on tabloid covers. After a messy public
breakup, soap opera darling Jasmine Lin
Rodriguez finds her face splashed across the
tabloids. When she returns to her hometown of
New York City to film the starring role in a
bilingual romantic comedy for the number one
streaming service in the country, Jasmine figures
her new “Leading Lady Plan” should be easy
enough to follow—until a casting shake-up pairs
her with telenovela hunk Ashton Suárez. Leading
Ladies don’t need a man to be happy. After his
last telenovela character was killed off, Ashton is
worried his career is dead as well. Joining this
new cast as a last-minute addition will give him
the chance to show off his acting chops to
American audiences and ping the radar of
Hollywood casting agents. To make it work, he’ll
need to generate smoking-hot on-screen
chemistry with Jasmine. Easier said than done,
especially when a disastrous first impression
smothers the embers of whatever sexual heat
they might have had. Leading Ladies do not

You Had Me at Hola-Alexis Daria 2020-08-04
National Bestseller "I could not get enough of
Jasmine and Ashton! I adored Jasmine--her
ambition, her confidence, her attacks of selfdoubt, and especially her hilarious, snarky, and
loving cousins. She and Ashton have such a
steamy, swoony, love story that I didn't want the
book to end!"--Jasmine Guillory, New York Times
bestselling author RITA® Award Winning author
Alexis Daria brings readers an unforgettable,
hilarious rom-com set in the drama-filled world of
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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rebound with their new costars. With their
careers on the line, Jasmine and Ashton agree to
rehearse in private. But rehearsal leads to
kissing, and kissing leads to a behind-the-scenes
romance worthy of a soap opera. While their onscreen performance improves, the media
spotlight on Jasmine soon threatens to destroy
her new image and expose Ashton’s most closely
guarded secret.

discovers an incriminating text on her husband’s
cell phone. A text revealing that he’s having an
affair. And that the other woman is one of her
best friends. But which one? Trapped in paradise
with no one to trust, Kate is determined to find
out who has put her marriage—and a lifelong
friendship—in jeopardy. But as she closes in on
the truth, she realizes that the stakes are higher
than she ever imagined. Everyone on the trip has
secrets...and someone may be prepared to kill to
keep theirs hidden.

The Vacation-T. M. Logan 2020-07-21 In The
Vacation, a captivating thriller from T. M. Logan,
the bestselling author of Lies and 29 Seconds,
four best friends on a dream vacation come faceto-face with an explosive secret. It was supposed
to be the perfect getaway: Kate and her three
best friends, spending a week with their families
in a luxurious villa in the south of France.
Through the decades they’ve stayed closer than
ever, and seven days of drinking crisp French
wine and laying out under the dazzling
Mediterranean sun is the perfect celebration of
their friendship. But soon after arriving, Kate
people-we-meet-on-vacation

Hello Girls-Brittany Cavallaro 2019-08-06
Thelma and Louise gets remade in this powerful,
darkly funny teen novel from acclaimed authors
Brittany Cavallaro and Emily Henry. Two teenage
girls who have had enough of the controlling men
in their lives take their rage on the road to make
a new life for themselves. Winona has been
starving for life in the seemingly perfect home
that she shares with her seemingly perfect
father, celebrity weatherman Stormy Olsen. No
one knows that he locks the pantry door to
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control her eating and leaves bruises where no
one can see them. Lucille has been suffocating
beneath the needs of her mother and her drugdealing brother, wondering if there’s more out
there for her than disappearing waitress tips and
a lifetime of barely getting by. One harrowing
night, Winona and Lucille realize they can’t wait
until graduation to start their new lives. They
need out. Now. One hour later, they’re armed
with a plan that will take them from their small
Michigan town to Chicago. All they need is three
grand, fast. And really, a stolen convertible can’t
hurt. Chased by the oppression, toxicity, and
powerlessness that has held them down, Winona
and Lucille must reclaim their strength if they
are going to make their daring escape—and get
away with it.

Maggie Finds Her Muse-Dee Ernst 2021-04-20
A sparkling romantic comedy starring a
bestselling author who goes to Paris to overcome
writer's block and rediscovers family,
independence, and love along the way. All
Maggie Bliss needs to do is write. Forty-eight
years old and newly single (again!), she ventures
to Paris in a last-ditch effort to finish her
manuscript. With a marvelous apartment at her
fingertips and an elegant housekeeper to meet
her every need, a finished book—and her dream
of finally taking her career over the top—is surely
within her grasp. After all, how could she find
anything except inspiration in Paris, with its
sophistication, food, and romance in the air? But
the clock is running out, and between her
charming ex-husband arriving in France for
vacation and a handsome Frenchman appearing
one morning in her bathtub, Maggie’s previously
undisturbed peace goes by the wayside.
Charming and heartfelt, Dee Ernst's Maggie
Finds Her Muse is a delightful and feel-good

Before I Saw You-Emily Houghton 2021-05-04
"A poignant and moving novel about two people
recovering from traumatic injuries in the same
hospital ward ... and who begin falling in love
without ever seeing each other"-people-we-meet-on-vacation
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novel about finding love, confidence, and
inspiration in all the best places.

trip to visit her grandmother’s favorite gardens.
Dodging forest bathers, scandalized volunteers,
and angry homeowners, they come to terms with
the shape of life after Grandma Sheryl. Saying
goodbye isn’t easy, but Lori might just find a way
to move forward surrounded by the people she
loves.

Things That Grow-Meredith Goldstein
2021-03-09 After her grandmother dies, a girl
travels to different gardens to scatter her ashes,
learning about life and love along the way. From
Love Letters advice columnist and podcast host
Meredith Goldstein, this emotionally resonant
novel with a touch of humor is perfect for fans of
Robin Benway and Jenna Evans Welch. When
Lori’s Dorothy Parker–loving grandmother dies,
Lori’s world is turned upside down. Grandma
Sheryl was everything to Lori—and not just
because Sheryl raised Lori when Lori’s mom got
a job out of town. Now Lori’s mom is insisting on
moving her away from her beloved Boston right
before senior year. Desperate to stay for as long
as possible, Lori insists on honoring her
grandmother’s last request before she moves: to
scatter Sheryl’s ashes near things that grow.
Along with her uncle Seth and Chris, best friend
and love-of-her-life crush, Lori sets off on a road
people-we-meet-on-vacation

The Lost Love Song-Minnie Darke 2020-10-13
Behind every great love song is a great love
story, from the author of Star-Crossed NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY • “A tender tribute to the
healing powers of love and music . . . Readers
will be wowed.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) Concert pianist Diana is finally ready to
marry her longtime fiance, Arie; she’s even
composing a beautiful love song for him, and
finishes it while on tour. Before she can play it
for him, though, tragedy strikes—and Diana is
lost to Arie forever. But her song might not be. In
Australia, the world has gone quiet for Arie and
he lives his life accordingly, struggling to cope
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with his loss. In Scotland, a woman named Evie is
taking stock of her life after the end of another
lackluster almost-relationship. Years of
wandering the globe and failing to publish her
poetry have taken their toll, and she might finally
be ready to find what her travels have never
been able to give her: a real home. And through a
quirk of fate or circumstance, Diana’s song is
passed from musician to musician. By winding its
way around the world, it just might bring these
two lost souls together. With heart-wrenching
emotion, The Last Love Song explores what it
means to be lost, what it means to be found, and
the power of music to bring people together.

responsibility of her older sister, Ola, who has
found out she’s pregnant. Their young neighbor,
Missippi, is also pregnant, but doesn’t fully
understand the extent of her predicament. When
her father sends her to Chicago to give birth, she
meets the final narrator, Susan, who is white and
the daughter of an anti-choice senator.

Ms Ice Sandwich-Mieko Kawakami 2018-01-23
A quixotic and funny tale about first love - from
the Akutagawa Prize-winning author. A boy is
obsessed with a woman who sells sandwiches. He
goes to the supermarket almost every day, just so
he can look at her face. She is beautiful to him,
and he calls her "Ms Ice Sandwich", and
endlessly draws her portrait. But the boy's friend
hears about this hesitant adoration, and suddenly
everything changes. His visits to Ms Ice
Sandwich stop, and with them the last hopes of
his childhood. A moving and surprisingly funny
tale of growing up and learning how to lose, Ms
Ice Sandwich is Mieko Kawakami at her very
best.

Girls Like Us-Randi Pink 2019-10-29 In Girls
Like Us, Randi Pink masterfully weaves four lives
into a larger story–as timely as ever–about a
woman’s right to choose her future. Four teenage
girls. Four different stories. What they all have in
common is that they’re dealing with unplanned
pregnancies. In rural Georgia, Izella is wise
beyond her years, but burdened with the
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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successful architect, her perfect marriage to a
charming Brit, and her two perfect daughters,
she's spending an increasing amount of time in
the closet having panic attacks. And now Barb
and John will finally have to face what's been
going on in their marriage all along. From the
author of Good Luck with That and Life and
Other Inconveniences comes a new novel of
heartbreaking truths and hilarious honesty about
what family really means.

Always the Last to Know-Kristan Higgins
2021-04-27 Sometimes you have to break a
family to fix it. From New York Times bestselling
author Kristan Higgins, a new novel examining a
family at the breaking point--in all its messy,
difficult, wonderful complexity. The Frosts are a
typical American family. Barb and John, married
almost fifty years, are testy and bored with each
other...who could blame them after all this time?
At least they have their daughters-- Barb's
favorite, the perfect, brilliant Juliet; and John's
darling, the free-spirited Sadie. The girls
themselves couldn't be more different, but at
least they got along, more or less. It was fine. It
was enough. Until the day John had a stroke, and
their house of cards came tumbling down. Now
Sadie has to put her career as a teacher and
struggling artist in New York on hold to come
back and care for her beloved dad--and face the
love of her life, whose heart she broke, and who
broke hers. Now Juliet has to wonder if people
will notice that despite her perfect career as a
people-we-meet-on-vacation

New Girl in Little Cove-Damhnait Monaghan
2021-05-11 "If you loved Come From Away, don’t
miss this charming debut novel.”—Kate Hilton,
bestselling author of Better Luck Next Time After
the local French teacher scandalizes the fishing
village of Little Cove, Newfoundland, by running
off with a priest, the school looks to the mainland
to fill the job quickly. They want someone who
can uphold their Catholic values and keep a
motley group of largely unwilling students in
line. The position is filled by mainlander Rachel
O’Brien—technically a Catholic (baptized!),
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technically a teacher (honors degree!)—who’s
desperate to leave her current mess of a life
behind. She isn’t surprised that her students
don’t see the value of learning French. But she is
surprised that she can barely understand their
English… Is it a compliment or insult to be called
a sleeveen? (Insult.) And the anonymous notes
left on her car, telling her to go home, certainly
don’t help to make her feel welcome. Still, she is
quickly drawn into the island’s traditional music
and culture, and into the personal lives of her
crusty but softhearted landlady, Lucille, her
reluctant students and her fellow teacher Doug
Bishop. But when her beliefs clash with church
and community, she makes a decision that
throws her career into jeopardy. In trying to help
a student, has she gone too far? Full of warmth,
humor, romance and the quirkiest community of
characters… Get ready to be charmed by this
impossibly delightful debut, perfect for fans of
Kristan Higgins and Susan Elizabeth Phillips.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
author of Small Great Things and A Spark of
Light comes a “powerful” (The Washington Post)
novel about the choices that alter the course of
our lives. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY MARIE CLAIRE Everything
changes in a single moment for Dawn Edelstein.
She’s on a plane when the flight attendant makes
an announcement: Prepare for a crash landing.
She braces herself as thoughts flash through her
mind. The shocking thing is, the thoughts are not
of her husband but of a man she last saw fifteen
years ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn, miraculously,
survives the crash, but so do all the doubts that
have suddenly been raised. She has led a good
life. Back in Boston, there is her husband, Brian,
their beloved daughter, and her work as a death
doula, in which she helps ease the transition
between life and death for her clients. But
somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt Armstrong, who
works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient
burial sites, a career Dawn once studied for but
was forced to abandon when life suddenly
intervened. And now, when it seems that fate is

The Book of Two Ways-Jodi Picoult 2020-09-22
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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offering her second chances, she is not as sure of
the choice she once made. After the crash
landing, the airline ensures that the survivors are
seen by a doctor, then offers transportation to
wherever they want to go. The obvious
destination is to fly home, but she could take
another path: return to the archaeological site
she left years before, reconnect with Wyatt and
their unresolved history, and maybe even
complete her research on The Book of Two
Ways—the first known map of the afterlife. As the
story unfolds, Dawn’s two possible futures
unspool side by side, as do the secrets and
doubts long buried with them. Dawn must
confront the questions she’s never truly asked:
What does a life well lived look like? When we
leave this earth, what do we leave behind? Do we
make choices . . . or do our choices make us? And
who would you be if you hadn’t turned out to be
the person you are right now?

and taunted. Ones that made it so I had no choice
but to disappear. I’d spent years hiding from the
world. My little island haven, the only assurance
of safety. It all changed the moment he showed
up at my door. The hint of pain in his eyes told
me that something haunted him, too. And I
couldn’t help but be drawn closer. But finding
the person I needed most came with risks I never
expected. And when our ghosts find us again,
neither of us may make it out this time. *****
Read what reviewers are saying about Reckless
Refuge: “Addictive, truly suspenseful, and utterly
romantic, this is a top read of the year!” Samantha Young, New York Times Bestseller
“Beautiful, emotional and riveting. Catherine
Cowles pens a romantic masterpiece that
remained in my heart long after the final page
was turned.” - K.C. Lynn, Bestselling author of
the Men of Honor series "Reckless Refuge is
absolutely UNPUTDOWNABLE! Beautifully
written. Flawlessly executed. An unforgettable 5Star MUST READ!" - A.L. Jackson, New York
Times Bestselling Author ***** Read what others
are saying about Catherine Cowles: "I fell in love

Reckless Refuge-Catherine Cowles There were
shadows I was running from. Ones that haunted
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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with these characters, with the writing, and with
this unexpected story. I can't recommend it
enough!" - Alessandra Torre, New York Times
Bestseller “Heartwarming, romantic and with an
added bit of suspense, Beautifully Broken Pieces
had me glued to every page! Catherine Cowles,
meet your newest super fan.” - Devney Perry,
USA Today Bestseller “Cowles writes fresh,
addicting, and intensely beautiful stories!” Susan Stoker, New York Times Bestseller
"Catherine Cowles has a way of pulling the
reader into the world she has created and leaves
you there for days after you have read the last
page." - Kelly Elliott, New York Times Bestseller
“I walked away knowing I would read every
single thing this talented new author ever
writes." - Natasha is a Book Junkie *** Perfect for
fans of Kristen Ashley, Corinne Michaels, Nora
Roberts, and Devney Perry.

novel—winner of the Booker Prize and the basis
for an award-winning film. This is Kazuo
Ishiguro's profoundly compelling portrait of
Stevens, the perfect butler, and of his fading,
insular world in post-World War II England.
Stevens, at the end of three decades of service at
Darlington Hall, spending a day on a country
drive, embarks as well on a journey through the
past in an effort to reassure himself that he has
served humanity by serving the "great
gentleman," Lord Darlington. But lurking in his
memory are doubts about the true nature of Lord
Darlington's "greatness," and much graver
doubts about the nature of his own life.

Rules for Visiting-Jessica Francis Kane
2020-04-28 A beautifully observed and deeply
funny novel of May Attaway, a university
gardener who sets out on an odyssey to
reconnect with four old friends over the course of
a year. At forty, May Attaway is more at home
with plants than people. Over the years, she's
turned inward, finding pleasure in language, her

The Remains of the Day-Kazuo Ishiguro
2010-07-15 From the winner of the Nobel Prize
in Literature, here is the universally acclaimed
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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work as a gardener, and keeping her neighbors
at arm's length while keenly observing them. But
when she is unexpectedly granted some leave
from her job, May is inspired to reconnect with
four once close friends. She knows they will
never have a proper reunion, so she goes, one-byone, to each of them. A student of the classics,
May considers her journey a female Odyssey.
What might the world have had if, instead of
waiting, Penelope had set out on an adventure of
her own? Rules For Visiting is a woman's
exploration of friendship in the digital age.
Deeply alert to the nobility and the
ridiculousness of ordinary people, May savors the
pleasures along the way--afternoon ice cream
with a long-lost friend, surprise postcards from
an unexpected crush, and a moving encounter
with ancient beauty. Though she gets a taste of
viral online fame, May chooses to bypass her
friends' perfectly cultivated online lives to
instead meet them in their messy analog ones.
Ultimately, May learns that a best friend is
someone who knows your story--and she inspires
us all to master the art of visiting.
people-we-meet-on-vacation

She Represents-Caitlin Donohue 2020-09-01 In
a complicated political era when the United
States feels divided, this book celebrates
feminism and female contributions to politics,
activism, and communities. Each of the forty-four
women profiled in this illustrated book has
demonstrated her capabilities and strengths in
political and community leadership and activism,
both in the United States and around the world.
Written in an approachable, journalistic tone and
rounded out by beautiful color portraits, history,
key political processes, terminology, and
thought-provoking quotes, this book will inspire
and encourage women everywhere to enact
change in their own communities and to pursue
opportunities in public affairs.

Miss O'Dell-Chris O'Dell 2009-10-06 CHRIS
O’DELL WASN’T FAMOUS. SHE WASN’T EVEN
ALMOST FAMOUS. BUT SHE WAS THERE. *
She was in the studio when the Beatles recorded
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The White Album, Abbey Road, and Let It Be, and
she sang in the “Hey Jude” chorus. * She lived
with George Harrison and Pattie Boyd and
unwittingly got involved in Pattie’s famous love
story with Eric Clapton. * She’s the subject of
Leon Russell’s “Pisces Apple Lady.” * She worked
for the Rolling Stones on their infamous 1972
tour and did a drug run for Keith Richards. *
She’s “the woman down the hall” in Joni
Mitchell’s song “Coyote,” the “mystery woman”
pictured on the Stones album Exile on Main
Street, and the “Miss O’Dell” of George
Harrison’s song. The remarkable, intimate story
of an ordinary woman who lived the dream of
millions—to be part of rock royalty’s inner
circle—Miss O’Dell is a backstage pass to some
of the most momentous events in rock history.

author of the “genuinely funny” and “delightful”
Loathe at First Sight (NPR), a young Korean
American woman’s journey to finding a new
career and new love means learning to embrace
the awkward and unexpected—exploring familial
expectations, finding your voice, and
unimaginably falling for your childhood rival.
When investment banker Jessie Kim is laid off in
a virtual meeting and then overhears why (“she’s
already being overpaid anyway for a woman” and
“Asians are worker bees, not someone who can
drum up new deals”) she delivers an “eff you
guys” speech and storms out. After moving back
home to Tennessee to live with her loving but
meddling mother and father, she runs into her
childhood nemesis—golden child Daniel Choi—at
the local Asian grocery store. The smart,
charming lawyer appears to have it all...while
Jessie has nothing. Jess begrudgingly accepts
Daniel’s help to relaunch her long abandoned
Korean cooking YouTube channel: HANGUK
HACKS, showcasing easy meal prep for busy
professionals. But just as she discovers Daniel’s
life isn’t as perfect as it seems and there’s more

So We Meet Again-Suzanne Park 2021-08-03 “A
cinematic, charming heart-squeeze-of-a-book that
has found its way to my Ultimate Comfort Reads
shelf.” —Emily Henry, New York Times
bestselling author of Beach Read From the
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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to him than meets the eye, he shows up for a lifechanging business opportunity, and their rivalry
is back on . . . “A funny, lovely mother-daughter
story. And then there’s Daniel—yummy
Daniel—and great food. Settle in and enjoy!”
—Susan Elizabeth Phillips, New York Times
bestselling author “So We Meet Again is a
hilarious read. What can go wrong when, after a
quarter-life crisis, you move back in with your
hyper-competitive parents? This comeback story
will charm you from beginning to end.”
—Madeleine Henry, author of The Love Proof and
Breathe In, Cash Out

When We Met-A. L. Jackson 2014 Four
interrelated tales by best-selling New Adult
authors include "Behind Her Eyes" by A. L.
Jackson, "Saving Me" by Molly McAdams,
"Fouling Out" by Tiffany King and "Beneath Your
Layers" by Christina Lee. Original. 50,000 first
printing.

Fragile Remedy-Maria Ingrande Mora
2021-03-09 Sixteen-year-old Nate is a GEM—a
Genetically Engineered Medi-tissue—created by
Gathos City scientists as a cure for the elite from
the fatal lung rot ravaging the population. As a
child, Nate was smuggled out of the laboratory
where he was held captive and taken into the
Withers—a quarantined, lawless region. He
manages to survive by becoming a Tinkerer,
fixing broken tech in exchange for food or a safe
place to sleep. When he meets Reed, a kind and
fiercely protective boy who makes his heart race,
and his misfit gang of scavengers, Nate finds the
family he’s always longed for—even if he can’t
risk telling them what he is. But Gathos created a

We Met in December-Rosie Curtis 2019-09-05
Prepare to fall head over heels. The perfect book
for fans of Josie Silver, Richard Curtis, and
anyone who ever fell in love with the wrong
person... ‘Gorgeously festive and romantic’ Rosie
Walsh, bestselling author of The Man Who Didn’t
Call
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genetic fail-safe in their GEMs—a flaw in their
DNA that causes their health to rapidly
deteriorate as they age unless they are regularly
dosed with medication controlled by Gathos City.
When violence erupts across the Withers, Nate’s
illegal supply of medicine is cut off, and a vicious
attack on Reed threatens to expose his secret.
With time running out, Nate is left with only two
options: work for a shadowy terrorist
organization that has the means to keep him
alive, or stay—and die—with the boy he loves.

can't help but wonder if this Prince Charming is
too good to be true... Ryder is drawn to the shy,
curly haired professor who hires him to convert
the Victorian house she's inherited from her aunt
into a romance bookstore. Attracted to a woman
for the first time since his divorce, Ryder finds
himself wishing for a future with Maisy that he
knows is impossible. Ryder has never wavered
from his plan to leave the small town of Fairdale,
North Carolina, so he can give his daughter the
life she deserves. But suddenly he's not so sure.
And the closer he gets to Maisy, the harder it's
going to be to walk away...

The Good Ones-Jenn McKinlay 2019-02-05 A
romance bookstore owner finds her own happily
ever after with a single dad in a new romance
series from the New York Times bestselling
author of Every Dog Has His Day. Ryder
Copeland is an accomplished architect and one
heck of a father...not to mention tall and sexy.
He's everything a hero should be, and Lord
knows, Maisy Kelly has read enough of her greataunt Eloise's romance novels to recognize one
when she sees one. But like all fairy tales, Maisy
people-we-meet-on-vacation

Miss Cecily's Recipes for Exceptional LadiesVicky Zimmerman 2020-06-09 Breakfast with a
Hangover Dinner for a Charming Stranger Tea
for a Crochety Aunt Food for feasting, friends are
for savoring, and the way to a man's heart
is...irrelevant When her life falls apart on the eve
of her 40th birthday, Kate Parker finds herself
volunteering at the Lauderdale House for
Exceptional Ladies. There she meets 97-year-old
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Cecily Finn. Cecily's tongue is as sharp as her
mind, but she's fed up with pretty much
everything. Having no patience with Kate's
choices, Cecily prescribes her a self-help book
with a difference. Food for Thought: a charming
1950s cookbook high on enthusiasm, featuring
menus for anything life can throw at the "easily
dismayed." So begins an unlikely friendship
between two lonely and stubborn souls—one at
the end of her life, one stuck in the middle—who
discover one big life lesson: never be ashamed to
ask for more.

brazen elder sister, becomes emboldened to do
as she pleases. Her rebellion comes with
consequences, and one morning Luella is
mysteriously gone. Effie suspects her father has
sent Luella to the House of Mercy and hatches a
plan to get herself committed to save her sister.
But she made a miscalculation, and with no one
to believe her story, Effie’s own escape seems
impossible—unless she can trust an enigmatic
girl named Mable. As their fates entwine, Mable
and Effie must rely on their tenuous friendship to
survive. Home for Unwanted Girls meets The
Dollhouse in this atmospheric, heartwarming
story that explores not only the historical House
of Mercy, but the lives—and secrets—of the girls
who stayed there. “Burdick has spun a
cautionary tale of struggle and survival, love and
family — and above all, the strength of the heart,
no matter how broken.” — New York Times Book
Review “Burdick reveals the perils of being a
woman in 1913 and exposes the truths of their
varying social circles.” — Chicago Tribune

The Girls with No Names-Serena Burdick
2020-01-07 INSTANT INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER A beautiful tale of hope, courage,
and sisterhood—inspired by the real House of
Mercy and the girls confined there for daring to
break the rules. Growing up in New York City in
the 1910s, Luella and Effie Tildon realize that
even as wealthy young women, their freedoms
come with limits. But when the sisters discover a
shocking secret about their father, Luella, the
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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in the midst of battles in the Pacific, in field
hospitals, and on long bombing flights. They
helped rescue The Great Gatsby from obscurity
and made Betty Smith, author of A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn, into a national icon. When Books Went
to War is the inspiring story of the Armed
Services Editions, and a treasure for history buffs
and book lovers alike. “A thoroughly engaging,
enlightening, and often uplifting account . . . I
was enthralled and moved.” — Tim O’Brien,
author of The Things They Carried

When Books Went To War-Molly Guptill
Manning 2014-12-02 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER “Heartwarming.” — New York
Times “Whether or not you’re a book lover, you’ll
be moved.” — Entertainment Weekly “A
readable, accessible addition to World War II
literature [and] a book that will be enjoyed by
lovers of books about books.” — Boston Globe
“Four stars [out of four] . . . A cultural history
that does much to explain modern America.” —
USA Today When America entered World War II
in 1941, we faced an enemy that had banned and
burned 100 million books. Outraged librarians
launched a campaign to send free books to
American troops and gathered 20 million
hardcover donations. In 1943, the War
Department and the publishing industry stepped
in with an extraordinary program: 120 million
small, lightweight paperbacks for troops to carry
in their pockets and rucksacks in every theater of
war. These Armed Services Editions were
beloved by the troops and are still fondly
remembered today. Soldiers read them while
waiting to land at Normandy, in hellish trenches
people-we-meet-on-vacation

Pashmina-Nidhi Chanani 2017-10-03 A Junior
Library Guild Selection 2017 Amazon Top Twenty
Children’s Book of the Year 2017 Amazon Best
Book of the month December 2017 Chicago
Public Library Best Book of 2017 Texas Maverick
Graphic Novel 2017 Northern California Indie
Bookseller Association Long-List Title Priyanka
Das has so many unanswered questions: Why did
her mother abandon her home in India years
ago? What was it like there? And most
importantly, who is her father, and why did her
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mom leave him behind? But Pri’s mom avoids
these questions—the topic of India is
permanently closed. For Pri, her mother's
homeland can only exist in her imagination. That
is, until she find a mysterious pashmina tucked
away in a forgotten suitcase. When she wraps
herself in it, she is transported to a place more
vivid and colorful than any guidebook or
Bollywood film. But is this the real India? And
what is that shadow lurking in the background?
To learn the truth, Pri must travel farther than
she’s ever dared and find the family she never
knew. In this heartwarming graphic novel debut,
Nidhi Chanani weaves a tale about the hardship
and self-discovery that is born from juggling two
cultures and two worlds. This title has Common
Core connections.

Mhairi McFarlane explores lifelong friendships,
long-buried secrets, and unexpected love in a
heartfelt, emotional new novel, perfect for fans of
Evvie Drake Starts Over, The Two Lives of Lydia
Bird, or In Five Years. Eve, Justin, Susie, and Ed
have been friends since they were teenagers.
Now in their thirties, the four are as close as
ever, Thursday night bar trivia is sacred, and Eve
is still secretly in love with Ed. Maybe she should
have moved on by now, but she can’t stop
thinking about what could have been. And she
knows Ed still thinks about it, too. But then, in an
instant, their lives are changed forever. In the
aftermath, Eve’s world is upended. As stunning
secrets are revealed, she begins to wonder if she
really knew her friends as well as she thought.
And when someone from the past comes back
into her life, Eve’s future veers in a surprising
new direction... They say every love story starts
with a single moment. What if it was just last
night? "[A] book I almost wish I’d written, except
that would have robbed me of the intense joy of
reading it... the kind of novel that will have you
putting everything else on hold so you can keep

Just Last Night-Mhairi McFarlane 2021-05-04 "I
cannot remember the last book I loved as much...
a luminous, heart-achingly beautiful love letter to
friendship. Knockout!" — Josie Silver, New York
Times bestselling author International bestseller
people-we-meet-on-vacation
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turning pages until you reach its sparkling,
brilliant end.” — Emily Henry, New York Times
bestselling author of Beach Read

ever. But when Lolly meets a boy at her beloved
theater camp, she has to ask herself how well
Steven will ever really know her. Meanwhile, in
Manhattan, everything between Kimmie and her
new boyfriend, Dustin, is easy—except when it
comes to finally having sex. And Bea escapes to
LA, running away from her grief at her beloved
cousin’s death, until a beautiful stranger steals
her heart. Is Bea ready to finally forgive Anna,
and let herself truly fall in love for the very first
time? Set over the course of one unforgettable
summer, Jenny Lee's Anna K Away is full of the
risk, joy, heartbreak, and adventure that mark
the three months between the end of one school
year and the beginning of the next.

Anna K Away-Jenny Lee 2021-04-27 The sequel
to Anna K, set over the course of the next
summer, as the characters come to terms with
Vronsky’s tragic death How the mighty have
fallen. Anna K, once the golden girl of
Greenwich, CT, and New York City, has been
brought low by a scandalous sex tape and the
tragic death of her first love, Alexia Vronsky. At
the beginning of the summer, her father takes
her to the other side of the world, to connect
with his family in South Korea and hide her
away. Is Anna in exile? Or could this be her
chance to figure out who she really is? Back in
the U.S., Lolly has forgiven Steven for cheating
on her, and their relationship feels stronger than
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